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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

►►Why “Why “ArabickArabick”?”?►►Why Why ArabickArabick ??
►►This was the spelling commonly used in the This was the spelling commonly used in the 

1717thth century to refer to Arabic Persiancentury to refer to Arabic Persian1717thth century to refer to Arabic, Persian, century to refer to Arabic, Persian, 
SyriacSyriac and Ottoman languages and Ottoman languages –– all of all of 
whom used the Arabic scriptwhom used the Arabic scriptwhom used the Arabic scriptwhom used the Arabic script

►►Common Arabic heritage evident today: Common Arabic heritage evident today: 
algebra, alkali, algorithm, alchemy, candy, algebra, alkali, algorithm, alchemy, candy, 
cipher and many, many more examplescipher and many, many more examples



An Astronomy timelineAn Astronomy timelineAn Astronomy timelineAn Astronomy timeline

4000 BCE4000 BCE

Start of recorded history Start of recorded history –– constellations, stellar precessionconstellations, stellar precession

E iE i i i f Si i i f Nil fl di 365 d l di i f Si i i f Nil fl di 365 d l d4000 BCE4000 BCE

3500 BCE3500 BCE SumerianSumerian in Mesopotamia, 13 month lunar calendarin Mesopotamia, 13 month lunar calendar
Hexadecimal counting system Hexadecimal counting system –– divided circle into 60 partsdivided circle into 60 parts

Egyptian Egyptian –– using rise of Sirius to time start of Nile flooding, 365 day calendarusing rise of Sirius to time start of Nile flooding, 365 day calendar

600 BCE600 BCE

500 BCE500 BCE

ChaldeanChaldean –– Nebuchadnezzar , studied motions of heavenlyNebuchadnezzar , studied motions of heavenly
objects, published accurate tables. Started “Astrology”objects, published accurate tables. Started “Astrology”

GreekGreek –– rationality not magic, rationality not magic, 

400 BCE400 BCE
200 BCE200 BCE

100 CE100 CE

Mayan Mayan –– accurate calendar, idea of zeroaccurate calendar, idea of zero

IndianIndian –– pi, dia.pi, dia.

looked for physical laws, looked for physical laws, 
circumference of earth, rotationcircumference of earth, rotation

stellar magnitudesstellar magnitudes

100 CE100 CE
300 CE300 CE

700 CE700 CE

IndianIndian pi, dia.pi, dia.
of moon, numbers of moon, numbers 

ArabArab –– “The Golden Age”“The Golden Age”

1400 CE1400 CE

ArabArab –– The Golden AgeThe Golden Age

RenaissanceRenaissance



TheThe ArabickArabick “Golden Age”“Golden Age”The The ArabickArabick Golden AgeGolden Age

►► At a time when Vikings were rampaging around Northern At a time when Vikings were rampaging around Northern g p g gg p g g
Europe the Persian mathematician alEurope the Persian mathematician al--Khwarizmi was solving Khwarizmi was solving 
quadratic equationsquadratic equations
Whil Alf d th G t d f di B it i f thWhil Alf d th G t d f di B it i f th►► While Alfred the Great was defending Britain from the While Alfred the Great was defending Britain from the 
Vikings,  alVikings,  al--RaziRazi was studying the differences between was studying the differences between 
measles and smallpoxmeasles and smallpox

►► alal--KindiKindi was introducing Indian numerals into mathematicswas introducing Indian numerals into mathematics
►► Smallpox, Algebra, Mathematics  Smallpox, Algebra, Mathematics  -- major advances already major advances already 

d b th d f th 9d b th d f th 9thth C t !C t !made by the end of the 9made by the end of the 9thth Century!Century!
►► But their some of their greatest contributions were to But their some of their greatest contributions were to 

AstronomyAstronomyAstronomyAstronomy



Where do you think these words Where do you think these words 
f ?f ?came from?came from?

►► Common Star names: Common Star names: AldebaranAldebaran, Altair, Betelgeuse, , Altair, Betelgeuse, CaphCaph, , 
D bD b ttDenebDeneb etcetc

►► Terms: azimuth, zenith, atlas, sine, almanacTerms: azimuth, zenith, atlas, sine, almanac►► Terms: azimuth, zenith, atlas, sine, almanacTerms: azimuth, zenith, atlas, sine, almanac

►► Do you remember the quadratic equation solver Do you remember the quadratic equation solver --
alal--Khwarizmi ? We remember him today when we refer to Khwarizmi ? We remember him today when we refer to 
AlgorithmAlgorithm -- the Latin form of his name.the Latin form of his name.gg



PrePre--Islamic period (before 700 CE)Islamic period (before 700 CE)PrePre Islamic period (before 700 CE)Islamic period (before 700 CE)

►►Their observations were empirical, knowledge wasTheir observations were empirical, knowledge was►►Their observations were empirical, knowledge was Their observations were empirical, knowledge was 
gained by observation of the stars rising etc.gained by observation of the stars rising etc.

►►This approach even had a name  This approach even had a name  anwaanwa **

••DallalDallal (1999)(1999)



The Islamic period (after 700 CE)The Islamic period (after 700 CE)The Islamic period (after 700 CE)The Islamic period (after 700 CE)

►►After the rise of Islam theAfter the rise of Islam the KoranicKoranic obligation toobligation to►►After the rise of Islam the After the rise of Islam the KoranicKoranic obligation to obligation to 
determine prayer times and place (determine prayer times and place (QiblaQibla) gave rise ) gave rise 
to a more advanced study of astronomical topics. *to a more advanced study of astronomical topics. *

►► In science the empirical approach started to give In science the empirical approach started to give p pp gp pp g
way to the search for an understanding of way to the search for an understanding of whywhy
things happened.things happened.

* King (2005), “Call of the Muezzin”* King (2005), “Call of the Muezzin”



Astronomy in the KoranAstronomy in the KoranAstronomy in the KoranAstronomy in the Koran

►► The Koran itself makes many remarkable references to star The Koran itself makes many remarkable references to star 
tt d t i l ttt d t i l tpatterns and astronomical aspects:patterns and astronomical aspects:
Planets “swim in their own orbits”Planets “swim in their own orbits”
Heavens and Earth “were once one”Heavens and Earth “were once one”
Th i i t dil di !Th i i t dil di !The universe is steadily expanding!The universe is steadily expanding!

►► The Muslim faith requires believers to pray 5 times a day at The Muslim faith requires believers to pray 5 times a day at 
ifi i i f hifi i i f hspecific positions of the sun. specific positions of the sun. 

11stst daybreakdaybreak
22ndnd noonnoon
33 dd h l h f h d d blh l h f h d d bl33rdrd when length of shadow doubleswhen length of shadow doubles
44thth at sunsetat sunset
55thth after sunset before duskafter sunset before dusk

►► Muslims must face Mecca when they pray, so celestial observation Muslims must face Mecca when they pray, so celestial observation 
was used to create tables for different city locationswas used to create tables for different city locations



A t f th “G ld A ”A t f th “G ld A ”Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the “Golden Age”

Constellation Andromeda in al-Sufi’s 10th century star atlas



Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the Golden AgeAstronomers from the Golden Age

►► alal--Battani Battani (d.929) (d.929) astronomer and mathematician. astronomer and mathematician. ( )( )

Corrected some of Ptolemy’s observations and Corrected some of Ptolemy’s observations and 
developed a method for calculating planetary developed a method for calculating planetary 
positions He published “On Stellar Motion” andpositions He published “On Stellar Motion” andpositions. He published On Stellar Motion  and positions. He published On Stellar Motion  and 
“Doubts on Ptolemy”. “Doubts on Ptolemy”. 

►► By By criticisingcriticising elements of the Ptolemaic view of the elements of the Ptolemaic view of the 
geocentric universe, he started a process of geocentric universe, he started a process of 
developing alternate models  that his fellow developing alternate models  that his fellow 
astronomers took up Eventually of course theastronomers took up Eventually of course theastronomers took up. Eventually of course the astronomers took up. Eventually of course the 
geocentric view was replaced by the heliocentric one.geocentric view was replaced by the heliocentric one.

►► Edmond Halley, Laplace and others later based their Edmond Halley, Laplace and others later based their 
investigation of the acceleration of the moon on the investigation of the acceleration of the moon on the 
original observations from aloriginal observations from al--BattaniBattani



Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the Golden AgeAstronomers from the Golden Age

►► UmarUmar KyayyamKyayyam, , (d.1123)  (d.1123)  astronomer, astronomer, philospherphilospher, , y yyy yy ,, ( )( ) ,, p pp p ,,
mathematician and poet. He made important mathematician and poet. He made important 
contributions to geometry and corrected the contributions to geometry and corrected the 
calendar then in use This calendar was morecalendar then in use This calendar was morecalendar then in use. This calendar was more calendar then in use. This calendar was more 
accurate than the Julian one and came close to accurate than the Julian one and came close to 
the Gregorian one. It is still in use in some parts  the Gregorian one. It is still in use in some parts  
f d f h df d f h dof Iran and Afghanistan today.of Iran and Afghanistan today.

►► He calculated the year to be 365.24219858156 He calculated the year to be 365.24219858156 
days long a value accurate to the 6days long a value accurate to the 6thth decimaldecimaldays long,  a value accurate to the 6days long,  a value accurate to the 6 decimal.decimal.

►► His work on geometry was one of the sources  His work on geometry was one of the sources  
used by Rene used by Rene DecartesDecartes in developing the 2 in developing the 2 
dimensional Cartesian coordinate system.dimensional Cartesian coordinate system.

►► He is best known though for his “He is best known though for his “RubaiyatRubaiyat””



Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the Golden AgeAstronomers from the Golden Age

The Moving Finger writes: and, having writ,The Moving Finger writes: and, having writ,g g , g ,g g , g ,

Moves on: nor all thy Piety nor WitMoves on: nor all thy Piety nor Wit

Shall lure it back to cancel half a Line,Shall lure it back to cancel half a Line,

Nor all thy Tears wash out a Word of it."Nor all thy Tears wash out a Word of it."



Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the Golden AgeAstronomers from the Golden Age

••IbnIbn alal--HaythamHaytham (d.1038) (d.1038) astronomer and physicist. astronomer and physicist. 
W t th fi t i ifi t k th ti fW t th fi t i ifi t k th ti fWrote the first significant work on the optics of Wrote the first significant work on the optics of 
the eyes the eyes –– “Optical Thesaurus”. His approach was “Optical Thesaurus”. His approach was 
an early version of the scientific method and his an early version of the scientific method and his 
description of it subsequently inspired Rogerdescription of it subsequently inspired Rogerdescription of it subsequently inspired Roger description of it subsequently inspired Roger 
Bacon. In Europe he was known as “Ptolemy the Bacon. In Europe he was known as “Ptolemy the 
Second”.Second”.

••Life wasn’t always rosy for him though. He was imprisoned by Life wasn’t always rosy for him though. He was imprisoned by 
the Caliph for failing to engineer a solution to the annual Nile the Caliph for failing to engineer a solution to the annual Nile 
flooding. While in prison he realised that flooding. While in prison he realised that AristotlesAristotles idea that idea that 
i ibl bj i li h i l fl di ibl bj i li h i l fl dvisible objects emit light was seriously flawed. visible objects emit light was seriously flawed. 

••This line of thinking led him to consider the nature of light and This line of thinking led him to consider the nature of light and g gg g
write his 7 volume “Book of Optics”. Today he is often referred write his 7 volume “Book of Optics”. Today he is often referred 
to as the “father of modern optics”.to as the “father of modern optics”.



Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the Golden AgeAstronomers from the Golden Age

►► Another well known astronomer from the period was Ulugh Another well known astronomer from the period was Ulugh p gp g
Beg Beg (d.1449) (d.1449) . . 

►► He founded a He founded a madrasahmadrasah in Samarkand that                  in Samarkand that                  
became an important centre for astronomical                 became an important centre for astronomical                 
study. He only invited scholars to study at thestudy. He only invited scholars to study at thestudy. He only invited scholars to study at the                      study. He only invited scholars to study at the                      
university of whom he personally approved                       university of whom he personally approved                       
and that he respected academically. At its peak                      and that he respected academically. At its peak                      
there were 60 and 70 astronomers working therethere were 60 and 70 astronomers working therethere  were 60 and 70 astronomers working there.there  were 60 and 70 astronomers working there.

►► In 1424, he began building an observatory to support the In 1424, he began building an observatory to support the 
astronomical study at the astronomical study at the madrasahmadrasah and it was completed and it was completed 
five years later in 1429. He worked there until he was five years later in 1429. He worked there until he was 
assassinated.assassinated.



Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the Golden AgeAstronomers from the Golden Age

►► Ulugh Beg and his colleagues corrected many of             Ulugh Beg and his colleagues corrected many of             g g g yg g g y
the star positions that had been mapped earlier by            the star positions that had been mapped earlier by            
al Sufi and Ptolemy. al Sufi and Ptolemy. 

►► Not only were the star tables he createdNot only were the star tables he created►► Not only were the star tables he created       Not only were the star tables he created       
superior  to Ptolemy’s, but he compiled superior  to Ptolemy’s, but he compiled 
the first new star map since Hipparchus the first new star map since Hipparchus 
i G i 129 BCEi G i 129 BCEin Greece in 129 BCE. in Greece in 129 BCE. 



Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the “Golden Age”Astronomers from the Golden AgeAstronomers from the Golden Age

►► Ulugh Beg calculated the axial tilt of the earth, also known Ulugh Beg calculated the axial tilt of the earth, also known g g ,g g ,
as the obliquity of the ecliptic. Establishing this precisely as the obliquity of the ecliptic. Establishing this precisely 
was important for a variety of other astronomical was important for a variety of other astronomical 
measurements andmeasurements and calendricalcalendrical calculations It is also acalculations It is also ameasurements and measurements and calendricalcalendrical calculations. It is also a calculations. It is also a 
major reason for our seasons.major reason for our seasons.

►► Already in 994 Arab astronomer AbuAlready in 994 Arab astronomer Abu--►► Already in 994 Arab astronomer, AbuAlready in 994 Arab astronomer, Abu
Mahmud Mahmud KhujandiKhujandi had already used                               a had already used                               a 
a giant  sextant to measure the tilt                                  a giant  sextant to measure the tilt                                  
and demonstrated that the valueand demonstrated that the valueand demonstrated that the value                                   and demonstrated that the value                                   
changed over time.changed over time.

Th t i th I l iTh t i th I l i►► The astronomers in the pre Islamic                              The astronomers in the pre Islamic                              
world had errors on the order of 7'world had errors on the order of 7'--10'.                                 10'.                                 
Ulugh Beg calculated it with an error  of only Ulugh Beg calculated it with an error  of only --0'32".0'32".



Observatories from the “Golden Age”Observatories from the “Golden Age”
At work in the Taqi al-Din observatory ca. 1560



Observatories in the “Golden Age”Observatories in the “Golden Age”Observatories in the Golden AgeObservatories in the Golden Age

►► Many observatories were constructed across the region, from Many observatories were constructed across the region, from y g ,y g ,
Damascus to Baghdad. These were where solar, lunar and Damascus to Baghdad. These were where solar, lunar and 
planetary measurements were made, tables calculated and planetary measurements were made, tables calculated and 
scientific studies conductedscientific studies conductedscientific studies conducted.scientific studies conducted.

►► As we have heard, in 1420, Ulugh                               Beg As we have heard, in 1420, Ulugh                               Beg 
f d d l bf d d l bfounded a large observatory in                              founded a large observatory in                              
Samarkand. Its ruins were discovered                               Samarkand. Its ruins were discovered                               
and excavated in 1908.and excavated in 1908.

►► In 1577 another large observatory was founded in Istanbul. In 1577 another large observatory was founded in Istanbul. 
It was short lived however as a culture indifferent to science It was short lived however as a culture indifferent to science 
started to emerge. The observatory was destroyed.started to emerge. The observatory was destroyed.



Observatories in the “Golden Age”Observatories in the “Golden Age”Observatories in the Golden AgeObservatories in the Golden Age

►► Illustration of how the Ulugh Beg                      would Illustration of how the Ulugh Beg                      would g gg g
Observatory would have looked: Observatory would have looked: 

►► A key feature is a large arch that  was used to determine A key feature is a large arch that  was used to determine 
midday A trench of about 2midday A trench of about 2 metresmetres wide runs along thewide runs along themidday. A trench of about 2 midday. A trench of about 2 metresmetres wide runs along the wide runs along the 
line of the Meridian, it can be seen today.line of the Meridian, it can be seen today.

►► A 40A 40 metremetre FakhrīFakhrī quadrant the worldsquadrant the worlds►► A 40 A 40 metremetre FakhrīFakhrī quadrant, the worlds                      quadrant, the worlds                      
largest at the time, was located in the trench                    largest at the time, was located in the trench                    
and measurements of solar position tabulated.                 and measurements of solar position tabulated.                 
They could measure solar position with an                 They could measure solar position with an                 
accuracy of 5 seconds with this instrument.accuracy of 5 seconds with this instrument.



I t t f th “G ld A ”I t t f th “G ld A ”Instruments from the “Golden Age”Instruments from the “Golden Age”

Persian Astrolabe



Instruments in the “Golden Age”Instruments in the “Golden Age”Instruments in the Golden AgeInstruments in the Golden Age

►► The Astrolabe The Astrolabe –– a type of inclinometer, used to locate and a type of inclinometer, used to locate and yp ,yp ,
predict positions of the planets, sun etc. In the Arab world predict positions of the planets, sun etc. In the Arab world 
it was used to calculate the direction of Mecca and find it was used to calculate the direction of Mecca and find 
times for prayerstimes for prayerstimes for prayerstimes for prayers

►► Invented in Greece, developed and refined in the Arab Invented in Greece, developed and refined in the Arab 
world. Ptolemy may have used an early one.world. Ptolemy may have used an early one.

►► First record in the Arab world was in the 8First record in the Arab world was in the 8thth

century, alcentury, al--FazariFazari. Later, in 10. Later, in 10thth century,                          century,                          
alal Sufi described 1000 different ways to useSufi described 1000 different ways to usealal--Sufi described 1000  different ways to use                          Sufi described 1000  different ways to use                          
an Astrolabe, in astronomy, horoscopes,                      an Astrolabe, in astronomy, horoscopes,                      
navigation, surveying, timekeeping, prayernavigation, surveying, timekeeping, prayer

►► Muslim astronomers were able to develop                        Muslim astronomers were able to develop                        
the astrolabe for time keeping, without tables.the astrolabe for time keeping, without tables. alal--Battani and his Battani and his 

••astrolabeastrolabe



Instruments in the “Golden Age”Instruments in the “Golden Age”Instruments in the Golden AgeInstruments in the Golden Age

►► The Quadrant The Quadrant –– used to measure angles                          used to measure angles                          QQ gg
of to 90of to 90◦◦ , at the time it was an improvement                         , at the time it was an improvement                         
on the Astrolabe.on the Astrolabe.

►► Muslim astronomers introduced many varietiesMuslim astronomers introduced many varieties
Sine quadrant (9Sine quadrant (9thth ) for trigonometric problems and astronomy) for trigonometric problems and astronomy
Universal quadrant  (14Universal quadrant  (14thth) to work at any latitude) to work at any latitude
Horary quadrant (14Horary quadrant (14thth) for finding time using the sun) for finding time using the sun
Astrolabe quadrant Astrolabe quadrant –– a combined instrumenta combined instrumentqq

►► Even after the invention of the telescope, it was astrolabes Even after the invention of the telescope, it was astrolabes 
and quadrants that were still needed to measureand quadrants that were still needed to measureand quadrants that were still needed to measure and quadrants that were still needed to measure 
coordinates. coordinates. HeveliusHevelius was so reluctant to give up his was so reluctant to give up his 
quadrant that he combined it with his telescope.quadrant that he combined it with his telescope.





Instruments in the “Golden Age”Instruments in the “Golden Age”Instruments in the Golden AgeInstruments in the Golden Age

►► Armillary spheres Armillary spheres –– a spherical model of objects             in a spherical model of objects             in y py p p jp j
the sky. Other features included ecliptic and                  the sky. Other features included ecliptic and                  
meridian lines.  They were used for solving                           meridian lines.  They were used for solving                           
problems in celestial astronomy RA and DEC ofproblems in celestial astronomy RA and DEC ofproblems  in celestial astronomy. RA and DEC of                    problems  in celestial astronomy. RA and DEC of                    
stars etc could be calculated after entering your                   stars etc could be calculated after entering your                   
location on the meridian ring.location on the meridian ring.

►► The armillary The armillary sperespere was introduced into Europe by alwas introduced into Europe by al--AndalusAndalus
in the late 10in the late 10thth century It was developed further by Popecentury It was developed further by Popein the late 10in the late 10thth century. It was developed further by Pope century. It was developed further by Pope 
Sylvester II (d.1003) by the addition of sighting tubes. Sylvester II (d.1003) by the addition of sighting tubes. 



Instruments in the “Golden Age”Instruments in the “Golden Age”Instruments in the Golden AgeInstruments in the Golden Age

►►There were many other instruments developedThere were many other instruments developed►►There were many other instruments developed There were many other instruments developed 
during this period, the during this period, the EquatoriumEquatorium, the , the TriquetumTriquetum, , 
the the TorquetumTorquetum etc.etc.

►►Many of them were both mathematically Many of them were both mathematically 
sophisticated (astrolabes) or mechanically complexsophisticated (astrolabes) or mechanically complexsophisticated (astrolabes) or mechanically complex sophisticated (astrolabes) or mechanically complex 
(armillary spheres), or both(armillary spheres), or both

►►Their development benefited a great manyTheir development benefited a great many►►Their development benefited a great many Their development benefited a great many 
disciplines disciplines –– not only astronomynot only astronomy

►►Remember, many of these developments Remember, many of these developments 
preceded the invention of the telescope in 1609!preceded the invention of the telescope in 1609!



Some other important contributionsSome other important contributionsSome other important contributions Some other important contributions 
to Scienceto Science

Alembic Battery chicken farming



ChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistry

►► One of the best know Chemists of the period was Jabir One of the best know Chemists of the period was Jabir IbnIbnpp
HayyanHayyan (aka Geber) (aka Geber) (d.815)  (d.815)  He published books on what we He published books on what we 
would now call alchemy and invented many laboratory would now call alchemy and invented many laboratory 
instrumentsinstrumentsinstruments.instruments.

►► In his alchemy he introduced the                                     In his alchemy he introduced the                                     
ti f h t ld dti f h t ld dproperties of hotness, coldness, dryness,                          properties of hotness, coldness, dryness,                          

and moistness to the known elements.and moistness to the known elements.

►► Lunar crater Geber is not named after him.Lunar crater Geber is not named after him.

►► Robert Boyle, the English chemist, studied the works of Robert Boyle, the English chemist, studied the works of y , g ,y , g ,
Geber, alGeber, al--Iraqi and others. He studied Iraqi and others. He studied ArabickArabick languages to languages to 
do so.do so.



MedicineMedicineMedicineMedicine

►► Some of the most influential writers of the time were Some of the most influential writers of the time were 
physicians and as with their astronomical colleagues their physicians and as with their astronomical colleagues their 
learningslearnings were studied elsewhere.were studied elsewhere.
P h th b t k l f i i kP h th b t k l f i i k►► Perhaps the best known example of pioneering work was Perhaps the best known example of pioneering work was 
in the fight against smallpoxin the fight against smallpox

►► In the Muslim world it was routine to give healthy people aIn the Muslim world it was routine to give healthy people a►► In the Muslim world it was routine to give healthy people a In the Muslim world it was routine to give healthy people a 
mild dose of smallpox (the virus) from a sick person by mild dose of smallpox (the virus) from a sick person by 
scratching with an infected thorn.scratching with an infected thorn.
ll R iR i I i h i i th fi t t t dI i h i i th fi t t t d►► alal--RaziRazi (d.925) (d.925) , an Iranian physician, was the first to study , an Iranian physician, was the first to study 

the disease and the role of the inoculation. He was also the the disease and the role of the inoculation. He was also the 
first to differentiate between smallpox and measles.first to differentiate between smallpox and measles.pp

►► alal--Razi’sRazi’s work is credited with inspiring Edward Jenner to work is credited with inspiring Edward Jenner to 
start a clinical investigation of the disease.start a clinical investigation of the disease.



W th ll “G ld A ”?W th ll “G ld A ”?Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a “Golden Age”?

Persian Astrolabe



Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a Golden Age ?Was there really a Golden Age ?

►►Use of terms like “Golden age” suggests that theseUse of terms like “Golden age” suggests that these►►Use of terms like Golden age  suggests that these Use of terms like Golden age  suggests that these 
periods were discrete when in fact many of them periods were discrete when in fact many of them 
were actually simply periods on a continuum of were actually simply periods on a continuum of 
growth of Scientific knowledge. Culture, religion, growth of Scientific knowledge. Culture, religion, 
politics might shift the focus, but the lens was politics might shift the focus, but the lens was 
l i tifil i tifialways a scientific one.always a scientific one.

►►This is the case with the This is the case with the ArabickArabick “Golden Age”“Golden Age”
l k h hl k h h►► In a science like astronomy, changes in the In a science like astronomy, changes in the 

position or nature of objects take place over very position or nature of objects take place over very 
long timeframes This means that using thelong timeframes This means that using thelong timeframes. This means that using the long timeframes. This means that using the 
observations of your predecessors is essential.observations of your predecessors is essential.



Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a Golden Age ?Was there really a Golden Age ?

►►When the Polish Astronomer JohannesWhen the Polish Astronomer Johannes HeveliusHevelius►►When the Polish Astronomer Johannes When the Polish Astronomer Johannes HeveliusHevelius
(1611(1611--1687) 1687) was accepted into the Royal Society he was accepted into the Royal Society he 
asked them to translate the works of asked them to translate the works of UllughUllugh Beg.Beg.

►►UllughUllugh Beg had used the works of alBeg had used the works of al--SufiSufi
►► al Sufi has based his works on those of the al Sufi has based his works on those of the 

Egyptian PtolemyEgyptian Ptolemy
►► Ptolemy had been influenced by the work done in Ptolemy had been influenced by the work done in 

Mesopotamia and ancient EgyptMesopotamia and ancient Egypt



Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a Golden Age ?Was there really a Golden Age ?

A page from Thomas A page from Thomas HydesHydes
translation of translation of UllughUllugh BegsBegs
observations.observations.

He finds he has to use:He finds he has to use:
••LatinLatin
••ArabicArabic
••PersianPersian
••HebrewHebrew
G kG k••Greek Greek 
••SyriacSyriac

All on one page!All on one page!



Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a Golden Age ?Was there really a Golden Age ?

►►When the Royal Society was founded in London inWhen the Royal Society was founded in London in►►When the Royal Society was founded in London in When the Royal Society was founded in London in 
the 17the 17thth century the early fellows were very aware century the early fellows were very aware 
of the scholarly traditions of the Arab and Muslim of the scholarly traditions of the Arab and Muslim 
worldsworlds

►►The Royal Society not only translated important The Royal Society not only translated important 
the works from the works from ArabickArabick languages, they even had languages, they even had 
scientifically literate ambassadors from the Arab scientifically literate ambassadors from the Arab 
world as membersworld as membersworld as members.world as members.

►►When Newton referred to “Standing on the When Newton referred to “Standing on the 
Shoulders of Giants” many of the Giants wereShoulders of Giants” many of the Giants wereShoulders of Giants , many of the Giants were Shoulders of Giants , many of the Giants were 
from the Arab and Muslim world.from the Arab and Muslim world.



••Walther     Walther     UllughUllugh Beg   Hipparchus         Ptolemy   Wilhelm IV    CopernicusBeg   Hipparchus         Ptolemy   Wilhelm IV    Copernicus

Brahe        Brahe        TimocharisTimocharis UraniaUrania AlbategniusAlbategnius RegiomontanusRegiomontanus

••HeveliusHevelius



Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a “Golden Age”?Was there really a Golden Age ?Was there really a Golden Age ?

►► During their “Golden Age”, Arabs were a powerful,During their “Golden Age”, Arabs were a powerful,►► During their Golden Age , Arabs were a powerful, During their Golden Age , Arabs were a powerful, 
expansionist race, but they were also extremely expansionist race, but they were also extremely 
intellectually curiousintellectually curious

►► Muslim scholars made significant original Muslim scholars made significant original 
contributions to astronomy, medicine, chemistry contributions to astronomy, medicine, chemistry 

►► Muslim scholars studied and translated the Muslim scholars studied and translated the 
knowledge and learning of the ancient world, knowledge and learning of the ancient world, 
preserving it for future generationspreserving it for future generationspreserving it for future generationspreserving it for future generations

►► The Renaissance scholars who followed them gained The Renaissance scholars who followed them gained 
many insights especially in astronomy from themany insights especially in astronomy from themany insights, especially in astronomy, from the many insights, especially in astronomy, from the 
ArabickArabick world.world.



And a closing thoughtAnd a closing thoughtAnd a closing thoughtAnd a closing thought

►► “And it so happens that the particular intellectual“And it so happens that the particular intellectual►► And it so happens that the particular intellectual And it so happens that the particular intellectual 
activity that inspired these materials is related to activity that inspired these materials is related to 
the religious obligation to pray at specific times. the religious obligation to pray at specific times. 
[This] makes nonsense of the popular modern [This] makes nonsense of the popular modern 
notion that religion inevitably impedes scientific notion that religion inevitably impedes scientific 

f i thi th i t f thf i thi th i t f thprogress, for in this case, the requirements of the progress, for in this case, the requirements of the 
former actually inspired the progress of the latter former actually inspired the progress of the latter 
for centuries “for centuries “for centuries.   for centuries.   

David King, 2005 David King, 2005 –– Call of the MuezzinCall of the Muezzin



4000 BCE4000 BCE

Start of recorded history Start of recorded history –– constellations, stellar precessionconstellations, stellar precession

E iE i i i f Si i i f Nil fl di 365 d l di i f Si i i f Nil fl di 365 d l d

••A “Timeline” suggests that discrete periods can be defined A “Timeline” suggests that discrete periods can be defined 
but is this always true?but is this always true?

4000 BCE4000 BCE

3500 BCE3500 BCE SumerianSumerian in Mesopotamia, 13 month lunar calendarin Mesopotamia, 13 month lunar calendar
Hexadecimal counting system Hexadecimal counting system –– divided circle into 60 partsdivided circle into 60 parts

Egyptian Egyptian –– using rise of Sirius to time start of Nile flooding, 365 day calendarusing rise of Sirius to time start of Nile flooding, 365 day calendar

•• We have seen that knowledge and scientific discovery We have seen that knowledge and scientific discovery 
builds on the work of others stretching back over timebuilds on the work of others stretching back over time

600 BCE600 BCE

500 BCE500 BCE

ChaldeanChaldean –– Nebuchadnezzar , studied motions of heavenlyNebuchadnezzar , studied motions of heavenly
objects, published accurate tables. Started “Astrology”objects, published accurate tables. Started “Astrology”

GreekGreek –– rationality not magic, rationality not magic, 

••Isaac Newton Isaac Newton recognisedrecognised this when he said: this when he said: 
“If I have seen further than others it is by standing on “If I have seen further than others it is by standing on 

th h ld f Gi t ” (1676)th h ld f Gi t ” (1676)
400 BCE400 BCE
200 BCE200 BCE

100 CE100 CE

Mayan Mayan –– accurate calendar, idea of zeroaccurate calendar, idea of zero

IndianIndian –– pi, dia.pi, dia.

looked for physical laws, looked for physical laws, 
circumference of earth, rotationcircumference of earth, rotation

stellar magnitudesstellar magnitudes

the shoulders of Giants” (1676)the shoulders of Giants” (1676)

•• HeveliusHevelius recognisedrecognised it too when he credited Galileo and it too when he credited Galileo and 
100 CE100 CE
300 CE300 CE

700 CE700 CE

IndianIndian pi, dia.pi, dia.
of moon, numbers of moon, numbers 

ArabArab –– “The Golden Age”“The Golden Age”

gg
alal--HasenHasen in the frontispiece of his in the frontispiece of his SelenographiaSelenographia in 1647. in 1647. 

••The nature of science is to incorporate theThe nature of science is to incorporate the learningslearnings ofof
1400 CE1400 CE

ArabArab –– The Golden AgeThe Golden Age

RenaissanceRenaissance

The nature of science is to incorporate the The nature of science is to incorporate the learningslearnings of of 
predecessors and march onwards. predecessors and march onwards. ArabickArabick contributions are contributions are 
part of this rich heritage.part of this rich heritage.



Thank youThank youThank you Thank you 
forfor youryourfor for your your 

attentionattention!!



Q ti ?Q ti ?Questions?Questions?



Major trade or knowledge Major trade or knowledge centrescentres ––
b th 17b th 17thth ttby the 17by the 17thth centurycentury


